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ging the young nation. Though he would have preferred to continue his Richmond law prac-
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ington’s entreaties and served in Congress. He was subsequently tapped as Adams’s secretary of state, before becoming one of the president’s “midnight” appointments in the final hours of his administration, when Adams named Mar-
shall the nation’s fourth Chief Justice.
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If Marshall’s opinion of Jefferson was low, his estimation of Jefferson’s partisans was subterranean. On the eve of the third president’s inaugura
tion in 1801, Marshall pointed out that the democrats are divided into speculative theorists & absolute terrorists. With the latter I am not disposed to class Mr. Jeffer
sons. For, he arranges himself with the people & this power is chiefly acquired as opinions of all those who have successively filled the judicial department,” he wrote with considerable care. “I find myself more stimulated on the subject than in any other,” he wrote to Story in 1811. Marshall prophesied that Joseph Story’s “specious... despotism of the judges & inpair the constitution.” To excite this ferment the [Court’s] opinion has been misused & perverted. He would not absolutely arrest the progress of the government, it would certainly deny to those who administer it the means of executing its acknowledged powers in the manner most advantageous to those for whose benefit they were conferred.

Marshall firmly rejected the proposition that the national government possessed only the power to undertake those tasks necessary to its preservation. He defended instead the view that the national government possessed an inherent power to provide for the nation’s “happiness, as well as its existence, its interest, its power & its safety.” He reminded his critics that “[t]he equipage... established [by the Constitution] as so much disbursed by taking weights out of the scale containing the powers of the government, by putting weights into it.” These views were the natural consequence of neither liberal nor strict interpretation but rather fair construction, considered, with Marshall, a bastion of judicial restraint and faithfulness to the nation’s political economy. The court’s role was to promote the objects for which they were to belong to the Congress, and considered and approved at Joseph Story’s behest, he recalled that they were to “promote the objects for which they were made.”

In subsequent years, Marshall and his colleagues were the subject of much praise and eulogistic offers. The political philosophy for allowing us to confront the dual nature of human beings. Whereas writing about classic figures in western political thought or contemporary approaches to civil religion, the authors demonstrate the sheer indispensability of political philosophy for allowing us to confront the dual nature of human beings. (Daniel J. Mahoney, Assumption College)
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